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Politics 
 

What do we choose for when we’re supposed to vote for elections? Right-wing egoism 
without Heart or left-wing altruism without Heart? It’s not an easy choice, as we ‘are’ both 
sides: egoistic and altruistic. 

Anyway, there won’t be a final winner either right or left, that’s for sure. Simply 
because nature – or: duality – can’t be overcome. There will be always the two sides of it. We 
can suppress one side in ourselves, for a while or even for a lifetime, but sooner or later it 
shows up again, whether in ‘us’ or in people around us or even in people further away from us 
or coming after us. We can’t break the karmic chains this way, by choosing for the – in ‘our’ 
opinion1 – right side of the coin, for the supposed best side of politics. 

We’re totally deluded if we think and defend the fact that there is a right or moral side, 
be it in politics or anywhere else, in whatever duality. It’s obvious that right-wing politicians 
and voters use arguments and opinions to cover up their egoic interests which include those of 
their family and of people ‘like them’ or even of a nation. That’s human. It is this cramped 
human tendency which takes on a form in right-wing ‘politics’. Nothing wrong with this form 
of hardly covert lying – even though an Open Body, literally, gets sick from it. The Dark 
Force covering up its real interests operates by nature in the Dark. 

To choose for altruism and deny egoism would also be a Lie. 
Honestly, everybody is torn in Two, even though identification with one side of the 

coin, here: of the spectrum of politics, can be very strong and stubborn. If, by Grace or by 
Accident, we Fall into the Heart, the One Heart, we cannot choose anymore though, we won’t 
manage to hold on to our former identifications. How can I choose for one side of the Two if I 
Am One? How can you choose for one side if you Know, See that the other side exists as 
well? How, as One, can you deny one side of ‘yourself’, of Reality in fact? How can Reality 
deny Itself? This is only possible when and as long as we let ourselves be blinded by the 
Deluding Force – which always urges us to choose, to choose for one side against the other. 
Only the Heart doesn’t choose, not even for Itself – which would imply being against the 
heartless. Heartlessness is part of Reality though, part of the Same One Heart, strange as it 
may sound. 

The Deluding Force likes this eternal Fight between ‘left’ and ‘right’. Politics is 
getting enormous attention in the media lately, in the last decades – surely because the 
‘media’ are self-expanding and subject to and even part of the same increasing and even 
accelerating Egoic Force raging through and forming society. This Force likes to make ‘clear’ 
that the political arena would be the place where it all happens, where the big and important 
decisions are being made, where decisions that affect our lives are being taken. It wants us to 
identify with ‘politics’, by making a lot of fuss around it. It wants us to identify with power-
games, with the fight about power, about interests. 

                                                 
1 Our opinion is not ours in fact. The Fighting Universal Forces take on forms in and as us, also in the form of 

‘opinion’. 
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This is not to deny the subject of ‘power’ as part of human nature. It is. But, apart 
from the fact that politics is just one of the arenas where it’s legal to give a form to the 
Always Continuing Fight that Wants and Needs to manifest and express itself – as there are 
other playgrounds of fight like sports or school where Society and ‘Wildness’ or Nature Fight 
for the children – be aware that there Exists a Deeper Human Nature that gets overrun if 
attention goes to the Fight between the Two, between ‘left’ and ‘right’ for example. The Heart 
becomes invisible, unfeelable, ignored, denied by this. The Heart Needs Space to Breathe, 
Space Beyond the cramped fight even when not denying the fight itself. 

In terms of how I often write about it: Man or the Male Force gets overrun, out of 
Sight, when one (or even almost everyone) is taken or blinded by the content of the fight, by 
the Female Duality. The Female Force is Inherently in a Fight with itself and it Wants to 
make us believe that it is about winning the Fight. She activates everyone to win. She – in all 
of us – cannot win though. She can only, by Grace or Accident, (start to) See Man, See Man 
in the Eye, His Neutral Eye, See His One Compassionate Heart, See Something Beyond 
Herself… and Consciously Return in Him. 

Arguments in politics are not what they seem to be. Maybe they look or are being 
presented as if they are part of common sense, one common sense talking to or discussing 
with the other, less sensible, common sense (or, what is secretly thought, to or with pure 
stupidity). In fact they have nothing to do with common sense. They are part of (Dual) Forces 
Fighting one another and are used as weapons to attain goals that are usually already fixed in 
advance and at least originating from these Deeper Dual Forces. They’re Heartless weapons. 
Truly, there exists no right or wrong. Basically there’s ‘just’ a Fight going on, a war – even, 
as Leonard Cohen sings in “there is a war”, “between the ones who say there is a war and the 
ones who say there isn’t”. There’s no morality. There exists something like Compassion 
though, which is part of the Heart. 

Politics is dead. By fighting and ‘screaming’ and showing indignation and by touching 
people’s material interests politicians are deluded to believe and trying to create the feeling 
that something is happening. No matter how loud one shouts though, dead is dead. One 
cannot create life that way. Only the Heart is Alive. If politicians don’t Allow the Heart – 
Which is Inherently Beyond interests – they’re dead and nothing happens. Money is dead, 
matter is dead (if not Embedded in the Heart). Without Heart politicians drag matter from one 
place to another. It’s returning stone to stone, no matter how much attention in the media they 
receive for their shouting or for their dedicated negotiations for stone. 

Like it or not, as politicians get a lot of attention in the media people become more and 
more like them by law of resonance. The electro-magnetic energy-systems of human beings 
have the natural tendency to want to become more and more the same and even one in the 
end. People take over the arousal and stress of the unResolved or let’s say unSeen Fight in 
politicians. If the focus is on interests all the time – and that’s what politicians are paid for – 
people copy that pattern of thinking and behaviour, this way forgetting Something Deeper as 
which they Exist. 

The funny and sad thing is that the whole political fight is happening around Illusion. 
It is about attaining something that is illusory in the end. Whatever the goals of politics, they 
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turn out to be Non-Substantial in the end. But without Heart this can’t be Seen. The good 
thing about being successful in attaining political goals is the potential it offers – at least for a 
few more intelligent people – in regard to the possibility of Seeing that in seeming victory one 
still hasn’t reached what one really Wanted Beyond oneself. This allows for the realisation 
that it is in fact not Clear (at all) what one really Wants, what would be fulfilling. The 
disillusionment inherent in success – political or otherwise – can thus be of great value for the 
development of Wisdom (or Seeing) if, in rare cases, one would totally allow oneself to be 
disillusioned, to See the emptiness of what one attained. 

Usually however, unfortunately or not, the political battle just goes on as before, 
whether some goal was attained or not. If not, the battle continues to still attain this goal. If it 
is attained, the attainment has to be protected or even expanded. More is wanted. A further, 
more stable victory. In general, if one is (or seems) – finally – in power, in the right place of 
political decision making, power ‘has to’ be defended against others or other Forces. There is 
never any Rest. Never any Overview. The Battle continues forever. New subjects, items, are 
found and used for the same old Battle. The Battle simply cannot stop, no matter who is in 
power. Only again and again new persons are found – by the Battle – to fulfil the role of 
political fighters who quite often somehow come to believe that they, in reality pawns or 
marionettes of the Forces, are important (or even special), have a great or special job or an 
important mission to fulfil, (seemingly) in service of the people or of an entire country. There 
is hardly ever if at all ever any Insight about being a slave as the one(s) being in power or the 
one(s) looking for power. People identify with the (political) views, perspectives and opinions 
and the interests they adhere to and defend. We think that the ideas we have are our own 
ideas. How very very far from Reality is this? How far can we go adrift? Being in and looking 
for power is being a slave to Forces making us be or do as They Want. A slave of serving 
interests, serving people’s illusions including our own. It is serving parts instead of Serving 
the One Heart Itself Beyond ‘interests’. 

There is no Freedom in politicians’ ‘service’. The political Battle is being fought in a 
thick clot of slime where no Light manages to Pierce through. No Heart is Allowed. The 
Heart doesn’t serve interests. The Heart is Beyond the Fight. The Whole (or: the Heart) is a 
loser – it seems. It cannot win. That everyone’s ‘Interest’ is in the end only this Whole is 
something people do not want to See. That would spoil the nice cosy dramatic eternal and 
financially rewarding Fight of politics. 

I must say that if one is Open and lets what right-wing politicians say and want go 
through the Free Heart, these things, generally speaking, hurt (much) more than those of left-
wing politicians – at least in the West. In left-wing politics the Heart, although not 
Recognized, is at least not so extremely veiled as in right-wing politics, where ‘normal’ basic 
human compassion is very hard to detect even with a magnifying glass. Cramped self-
obsession – related to fear that is not recognized but reacted upon – is more present in right-
wing politics and politicians than in the left-wing. All this difference has got to do with the 
fact that in every Duality of existence there is always one side that seems to represent the One 
or the Whole or the Heart whereas the other one is representing the self(-cramp), the heartless, 
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the part. In the political duality the latter is represented by the common right-wing selfish 
politician or voter. 

In general one could say that left-wingers speak relatively more – though sometimes 
very rudimentary – from the higher chakras or areas of life and right-wingers from the lower 
chakras – although, as said, the latter has to happen more in the Dark since lower interests are 
severely judged. Right-wingers are therefore always split. They have to sell self-interests as 
the Interest of everyone – which is simply not True. They have to represent individual and 
collective greed as ideal or at least as natural and even inevitable, the social equivalent of 
nature’s Darwinian strife. In principle this is a very uncomfortable split, but it is a human 
quality not to pay too much or at all attention to this discomfort, to keep the awareness 
somewhere else. 

The split in left-wingers is, in principle2, that they would rather belittle people’s (and 
their own) attachments to self-interests and fear and stuck forms in general and they have the 
tendency to identify with and to want to pull people up to the higher, less dense and 
seemingly selfless planes of existence – before such an uplifting is possible, if we consider the 
fact of people’s very strong attachments to lower interests, especially safety, even though 
these interests are illusory in the end. True, left-wingers have – much more than right-wingers 
– eye to see that running after self-interest is detrimental and even destructive for the whole, 
including for the very individuals who run after themselves, their illusory selves, after their 
seeming interests based on not knowing Reality, but also detrimental and destructive for the 
health and even survival of the world.3 

And yet, resolving this ‘problem’ is not at all possible via left-wing politics or politics 
in general. ‘Good intentions’ won’t make One Body out of the Two, out of Duality, out of 
(left-wing) higher and (right-wing) lower interests. (Only) the Heart – That Which is Already 
Whole – Represents and Shows you everything, high and low, deep and shallow, left and 
right, truth and lie, the Heart of all Itself. The left-winger choosing for the relatively higher 
chakras or life-spheres – as for solidarity or general human development – cannot do this. 
Only the Whole Itself Serves the Whole, so to speak. Stuck in Duality Truth can be neither 
Shown nor Lived. 

                                                 
2 I write on purpose ‘in principle’ here, as there doesn’t exist a simply defined ‘left’ in politics – just like 

‘right’ is thus hard to define as well. Parts of left-wing politics – like unions – are not much more than 
institutions for ‘lower interests’ fighting other institutions of lower interests. ‘Lower’ refers here to the lower 
life-spheres (or in the corresponding human Body: chakras), especially the first chakra (safety, money) and 
the third (power and mindfucking). Only a deeper investigation will show that, behind the scene, also the 2nd 
chakra (sexual interest) is involved. 

 Both left and right are blinded by power which, apart from having its own great feeling, would be a means to 
achieve goals. It’s a long way Down from the viewing mind into the earth before the illusion of power’s 
supposed Power is Seen, thoroughly Seen. 

3 Note that remarks in this article about left- and right-wing and some of their associations are of a general 
character and don’t reveal much about individuals. Humans are complex. Still, it’s good to outline some 
basic dispositions to have some more understanding of how the Dual Forces manifest in politics and in 
general in earthly life, whether in an obvious arena as politics or in maybe less obvious arenas as family-life, 
work, love-relationship and so on. 
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It’s maybe not easy to See that the one (side) apparently representing the Whole is not 
really Representing It4. The self seemingly representing the Whole cannot overcome its self-
ness, not by identifying with the whole, not by altruism, not by anything. And this has its 
consequences in the world. Choosing for the ‘morally right’ side doesn’t and cannot bring 
about the seemingly selfless goals one has in mind. One reacts to the egoism of the right-wing 
politician or voter or to egoism in general. As a slave of Dual Forces one goes to the other 
side. This is not the same as Transcending Duality or Freely Living the Two as One. It is not 
Being the Whole. Without Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Realization of (Being) the 
Whole serving the Whole is not truly possible. Reacting to the egoism of ‘right’-wing politics 
– by choosing for ‘left’ or in general for ‘social’ – doesn’t change anything, at least not 
Substantially. The only thing that would make a Difference is when one starts to Actually 
Heartedly and Bodily Feel the huge Pain forgotten by right-wing politicians, Pain related to 
egoism. Being egoistic is unFelt Pain put on others. The pain and stuckness of self-cramp is 
indescribable. Seeing-Feeling this is not at all the same as being ‘left’. It is rather Being Heart 
and having the humbleness to Feel-See what is actually the case beyond words words words 
and opinions and arguments and hidden interests. Egoism hurts, actually, feelably. Who is 
finally going to Feel that? Who is finally going to Do Something in politics, who is going to 
Be there – instead of running blindly, with a closed Body, after interest like little children do, 
instead of negotiating, creating strategies, shouting, playing the indignant, attacking, 
defending...? Who is going to Show politicians that there exists Something Beyond their 
Fight, Beyond their interests, by Living the Pain of the forgotten wound that politics is? 

Who does not turn away from politics – as is usual – if the smell gets heavy to bear, 
but sits in it and just Feels, wounded, in Pain, disgusted, maybe literally vomiting, but still 
sitting, staying, ‘stubbornly’ keeping on Feeling what is actually going on, behind or below 
the show. 

Who... who dares to Feel, Openly Feel politics and politicians? Who dares to have no 
opinions? Who dares to not react, to not choose? Who dares to Give something to politics, to 
the political sphere, instead of wanting or expecting something from it or adding to the fuss, 
to the common Dual Fight of Forces? 

Well, anyway you’d need a strong Heart for that. Feeling what others, and surely 
politicians, conveniently ‘forget’ to Feel is quite something. I’m with you. And I work with 
you on politics that Feels, Feels Beyond self, Beyond interests, that doesn’t let herself be 
ruled any longer by unFelt feelings and forces in the Dark. 

                                                 
4 To oversimplify things a bit: the goal or means of the lefties is usually not so much a sacrifice of the self into 

the Whole but it’s rather a fight characterized as ‘together for ourselves’, including all selves though, even 
unknown selves – whereas the right wingers go ‘alone for ourselves’, in the first place one’s own self or 
extended self or known selves as family, peer group or nation. Right-wingers want the government though to 
provide a societal structure in which individuals with good skills in making money can flourish, freely 
pursuing their inherently smelly money-making job, even when at the expense of others or of the 
environment. Right-wingers want governments to leave them as (supposed) individuals free to earn as much 
money as possible, including the pursuit of usury. At the same time they want to deny people labelled 
‘criminals’, people who with other means equally demand some share of the pie for themselves, this very 
freedom. Very selective freedom, of course. It’s just a Fight. Ideals are just weapons in the Fight. 


